
“The destiny of the world will depend on how we are able to imagine it”


Juan Armau, astrophysicist and philosopher, “History of the Imagination” 

From where do we start now? How do we imagine our destiny? How do we ascend to a new 
level of humanity? 

There is an urgent need for global change in order to heal ourselves and the planet. EON 
represents that change and IS our answer. With the Urban Confluence Competition there’s a 
chance to make a new Icon for the world which symbolises and implements this real change.


EON with its multiple gathering places and bio-architecture shares knowledge with the world, 
demonstrating innovative ways of co-creating an honest conscious evolution for future 
generations.


EON is a portal for Human Imagination. A forum to create synergies of wisdom and knowledge for 
all humanity to give answers at this critical time.


EON is the synthesis of nature and technology where the boundaries between Art and Science are 
blurred.  Model for sustainable life on Earth that respects natural laws and ecological balance.


Art has the visionary power to grasp the intangible. EON is the alchemy of ancient and future 
wisdom born out of understanding our evolution.


The vortex of EON comes out of a whirlpool of moving water as a symbol of nature. It is a shining 
light tower of pure expression. At night it evokes the mystery of life with light, colour and 
projections.


Take a magic carpet ride from below ground, spiralling its way to the top. It’s awe inspiring. At the 
summit, silenced by the vast scale of eON and all we learned on the ascent, we sense our fragility 
and our immense power.  A moment  of nourishing stillness to understand the need for our 
responsibility towards this planet.


We descend with new vibrations sparkling brightly in our minds and enter the axis of the Toroid 
Temple where a myriad reflections of coloured light abound as we contemplate our discoveries 
bathed in its magnetic field. The Bridge of Sophia is a splash of water made in glass and steel, 
capturing this precise instant of inner transmission from knowledge to wisdom.


The infinite Space of the World and the Community Domes with activated sites, share ancestral 
knowledge and innovative ideas naturally upgrading conscious commerce by empowering human 
beings. Only by valuing equally the human input and profit, can commerce become sustainable 
whilst enhancing life.


